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Abstract: This paper presents a formal probabilistic framework for seismic design and assessment of structures and its appl
steel moment-resisting frame buildings. This is the probabilistic basis for the 2000 SAC Federal Emergency Management
~FEMA! steel moment frame guidelines. The framework is based on realizing a performance objective expressed as the prob
exceeding a specified performance level. Performance levels are quantified as expressions relating generic structural variables
and ‘‘capacity’’ that are described by nonlinear, dynamic displacements of the structure. Common probabilistic analysis tools ar
convolve both the randomness and uncertainty characteristics of ground motion intensity, structural ‘‘demand,’’ and structura
‘‘capacity’’ in order to derive an expression for the probability of achieving the specified performance level. Stemming fro
probabilistic framework, a safety-checking format of the conventional ‘‘load and resistance factor’’ kind is developed with lo
resistance terms being replaced by the more generic terms ‘‘demand’’ and ‘‘capacity,’’ respectively. This framework also allow
format based on quantitative confidence statements regarding the likelihood of the performance objective being met. This forma
adopted in the SAC/FEMA guidelines.
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Introduction

This paper presents the formal probabilistic basis behind the
performance-based seismic design and assessment guidelin
steel moment frame buildings prepared by the SAC Fed
Emergency Management Agency~FEMA! program ~FEMA
2000!. The reader is referred to the companion paper~Yun et al.
2002! for a general background, for a description of how t
multiple demand and capacity factors in these guidelines ap
to the typical user, and for the default numerical values assig
to various coefficients in the implementation for FEMA.

The framework rests on an explicitly nonlinear, dynam
displacement-based representation of the seismic behavio
structures. In practical operations the format is, however, of
conventional ‘‘load and resistance factor’’ kind, with the mo
generic terms ‘‘demand’’ and ‘‘capacity’’ replacing the force
based terms ‘‘load’’ and ‘‘resistance.’’ Consistent with mode
seismic assessment procedures in the nuclear community~DOE
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1994!, the probabilistic analysis separately characterizes both
randomness and the uncertainty in demand and capacity. B
on these assessments the engineer is provided in these guid
with a confidence statement with respect to the likelihood of
acceptable behavior. A more detailed presentation of this
other such frameworks is provided by Jalayer and Cornell~1998,
2002!.

Basic Approach: Probability Assessment
Formulation

The objective is to show how the demand and capacity factog
andf, as well asl, the confidence factor in the SAC Guideline
have been derived by elementary probability theory from rep
sentations of the three random elements of the problem. Th
elements begin with the ground motion intensity, characteri
here by the level of the spectral accelerationSa at approximately
the first natural period of the structure, and 5% or higher damp
~Shome et al. 1998!. ~See the Appendix, where, in order to clarif
the developments here, we shall collect all more detailed qua
cations and justifications, generally by reference.! The spectral
displacement SD may be a more natural choice for th
displacement-based scheme but we shall retain the more c
monly available measureSa for this presentation; the results an
conclusions are the same. The other two random elements ar
displacement demandD and the displacement capacityC. Both
demand and capacity will be presumed here to be measure
terms of the maximum interstory drift angle, i.e., the largest su
interstory drift over time over the structure. Here, we refer to t
simply as ‘‘drift.’’ The likelihood of various levels of future in-
tense ground motions at the site are represented in the stan
way by the hazard functionH(sa), which gives the annual prob
ability that the ~random! intensity Sa at the site will equal or

l
t
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exceed levelsa . This is provided by earth scientists on a sit
specific or mapped regional basis. The prediction of the drift
mand given any particular level of ground motion and the estim
tion of the capacities of various ‘‘failure modes’’ are the purvie
of the structural engineer. The developments here focus on t
two elements and specifically on their probabilistic represen
tions. Finally, it must be recognized that all such probabilis
predictions and representations are uncertain estimates; ex
quantification and analysis of these uncertainties will be
dressed subsequently.

The goal is to provide criteria based on desired performa
objectives which are defined as specified probabilities of exce
ing the performance level, such as the collapse-prevention d
age state~Yun et al. 2002! and life safety damage state. To do
one must fold together the probabilistic representations of
three elements above. In keeping with the general design
proach of separately considering demand and capacity, com
son at the displacement or drift level~and not, for example, at the
ground motion level; see the Appendix!, this folding together is
done in two steps. The first step couples the first two basic
mentsSa hazard and drift demand~versus or conditional onSa!,
to produce a~structure-specific! drift hazard curveHD(d). This
curve provides the annual probability~or strictly speaking the
mean annual frequency! that the drift demandD exceeds any
specified valued. The second step combines this curve with t
third element, the drift capacity representation, to producePPL ,
the ~annual! probability of the performance level not being m
~e.g., the annual probability of collapse or the annual probab
of exceeding the life safety level!.

Using the total probability theorem~Benjamim and Cornell
1970!, HD(d) becomes, in discrete form

HD~d!5P@D>d#5(
all xi

P@D>duSa5xi #P@Sa5xi # (1)

To facilitate the computations, the probability of interest has b
expanded by conditioning on all possible levels of the grou
motion, as can be seen in Eq.~1!.

The second factor within the sum, the likelihood of a giv
level of spectral accelerationP@Sa5x#, can easily be obtained
from the standard hazard curveH(sa). In the first factorP@D
>duSa5x#, one sees what the structural response analysis m
be responsible for providing: the likelihood that the drift excee
d given that the value ofSa is known. This factor is picked up
again below.

In continuous, integral form Eq.~1! is

HD~d!5E P@D>duSa5x#udH~x!u (2)

in which the notationudH(x)u means the absolute value of th
derivative of the site’s spectral acceleration hazard curve tim
dx, i.e., loosely the likelihood thatSa5x. ~The absolute value is
needed only because the derivative is negative.!

Using the total probability theorem againPPL itself becomes
~in discrete form!

PPL5P@C<D#5 (
all di

P@C<DuD5di #P@D5di # (3)

The second factor, the likelihood of a given displacement dem
level P@D5d#, can be determined from the drift hazard cur
derived in Eq.~2!. The first factor, the likelihood that the drif
capacity is less than a specified valued given that the drift de-
mand equals that value,P@C<DuD5d#, can to a first approxi-
mation be assumed to be independent of the information abou
e
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drift level itself ~see the Appendix!, permitting this term to be
simplified as below. The continuous form is

PPL5E P@C<d#udHḊ~d!u (4)

The second factorudHD(d)u is defined as above for the groun
motion hazard curve: as the absolute value of the differentia
the drift demand hazard curve.

Basic Approach: Probability Assessment in Closed
Form

In principle, Eqs.~2! and ~4! can be solved numerically for an
assumptions about the form of the probabilistic representation
the three elements. In order to convert the conclusions to prac
demand and capacity factors, however, these integrals shou
tractable. This objective is achieved by three analytical appro
mations of the representations. These are shown in Fig. 1. F
assume that the site hazard curve can be approximated in
region aroundPPLsa , i.e., in the range of values in the region o
hazard levels in the proximity of the limit state probabilityPPL ,
by the form

H~sa!5P@Sa>sa#5kosa
2k (5)

implying that the hazard curve is linear on a log-log plot in t
region of interest, i.e., where the contribution to the total pro
ability integral is greatest. Typical values of the important log-l
slopek are 1–4~Kennedy and Short 1994; Yun and Foutch 200!.
It tends to be larger~steeper! for western U.S. sites and for shorte
periods.

Looking more closely at the two structure-related element
drift demand and spectral acceleration—assume that, given
level of Sa , the predicted~i.e., the conditional median! drift de-
mand D̂ can be represented approximately~again in the region
aroundPPLsa , at least! by the form

D̂5a~Sa!b (6)

An example based on a regression analysis of nonlinear dyna
results is shown in Fig. 1. In order to complete this probabilis
representation of drift givenSa , assume, as experience sugge
~e.g., Shome and Cornell 1999!, that drift demands are distribute
lognormally about the median with the standard deviation of
natural logarithm,bDuSa

. We shall refer to this measure as ‘‘dis
persion.’’ This SAC/FEMA use of the symbolb for dispersion
follows the tradition of the nuclear industry where the early ro
of some of these developments lie. It is unfortunate that it may
confused with the ‘‘safety index’’ of the first-order secon
moment ~FOSM! method, the first-order reliability metho
~FORM!, and even the AISC LRFD Commentary~AISC 1994!.
The notationbDuSa

emphasizes that this is the~record-to-record!
dispersion for driftD at a given Sa level. ~Note: for moderate
levels, e.g., less than 0.3, the dispersion as defined here an
coefficient of variation are about equal numerically.!

There are several practical ways to estimate the three pa
etersa, b, andbDuSa

. The most direct, in principle, is to conduc
a number of nonlinear analyses and then conduct a regres
analysis of lnD on lnSa ~focusing on runs in the range ofPPLsa!.
One may also use incremental dynamic analyses~Luco and Cor-
nell 1998; Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002!. But still simpler op-
tions are available, as adopted by SAC/FEMA. Experience to d
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / APRIL 2002 / 527



ory
Fig. 1. Basic components: spectral acceleration hazardH(sa), lognormal~LN! distribution of drift demandD given Sa characterized byD̂ and

bDuSa
, lognormal~LN! distribution of capacity variableC characterized byĈ andbC . Dynamic response data points are for SAC three-st

building ~Luco and Cornell 1998!.
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~e.g., Luco and Cornell 1998, 2000! suggests thatb51 may be an
effective default value for moment frames~see the Appendix!.
This assumption is consistent, for example, with the ‘‘equal d
placement rule,’’ which suggests that, for moderate-period st
tures without major strength degradation, inelastic displacem
may be approximately equal to linear ones. The coefficienta can
be estimated by simple, conventional methods@perhaps with bias
correction factors, as in FEMA~2000!# or by nonlinear time his-
tory analyses. In the latter case, for accuracy in what follows, n
that it is necessary only that the leading coefficienta be estimated
from records withSa levels nearPPLsa . In fact we shall see below
that records scaled to a particular common value ofSa will be
sufficient. Values ofbDuSa

are reported to be 0.3 or more~e.g.,
Luco and Cornell 2000; Yun and Foutch 2000!.

With Eq. ~6! and the lognormality assumption it follows tha
the first factor in Eq.~2! is

P@D>duSa5x#512F~ ln@d/axb#/bDuSa
! (7)

in which F5widely tabulated ‘‘standardized’’ Gaussian distrib
tion function. Using this result and Eq.~5!, Eq. ~2! for the drift
hazard curve becomes, upon integration

HD~d!5P@D>d#5H~sa
d!expF12 k2

b2 bDuSa

2 G (8)

in which sa
d is defined as the spectral acceleration ‘‘correspond

to’’ the drift level d, that is, the inverse of Eq.~6!

sa
d5~d/a!1/b (9)

Eq. ~8! can be used to find the annual likelihood of exceeding a
specified displacement demand recognizing that the dynamic
havior may be highly nonlinear and that for any specific grou
motion there will typically be large variability (bDuSa

) in the dy-
528 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / APRIL 2002
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namic response. This implies that even ground motion inten
levels less thansa

d may cause driftd or more. All possibilities
have been included via the integral in Eq.~2!.

The drift capacityC, i.e., the drift level at which the perfor
mance level will be exceeded~e.g., collapse will occur!, is as-
sumed to have a median valueĈ and to be lognormally distrib-
uted with dispersionbC . Estimation of these parameters
described by Yun and Foutch~2000! and Yun et al.~2002!. With
this assumption the first factor in Eq.~4! is

P@C<d#5F~ ln@d/Ĉ#/bC! (10)

Substituting and carrying out the integration one finds thispri-
mary result

PPL5H~sa
Ĉ!expF12 k2

b2 ~bDuSa

2 1bC
2 !G (11)

in which we have introducedsa
Ĉ as the spectral acceleration ‘‘co

responding to’’ the median drift capacity

sa
Ĉ5~Ĉ/a!1/b (12)

In words, this is the level ofSa that one ‘‘anticipates’’ will cause
a drift demand equal to the median drift capacityĈ; it is found by
simply substitutingĈ for D̂ in Eq. ~6! and solving forSa . ~It

should be noted thatsa
Ĉ is not, however, strictly the median valu

of Sa given displacementĈ.! Eq. ~12! implies that, if there were
no other dispersion~i.e., if the twob’s were zero!, PPL would be
found simply by substituting this ‘‘obvious’’ spectral acceleratio

valuesa
Ĉ into the hazard curve. The chains of steps getting fromĈ

to H(sa
Ĉ) are shown in Fig. 1. The effect of dispersion is to i

crease thePPL by the exponential ‘‘correction factor’’ exp@(1/2)
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3(k2/b2)(bDuSa

2 1bC
2 )#. It is so called because it corrects for th

‘‘total’’ additional randomness, both that in drift~given ground
motion intensity! and that in capacity, and because the value
this ‘‘correction factor’’ is typically between 1.5 and 3, which
small relative to the randomness in the hazardH. Note that the
exponent in the correction factor increases as the square of th
dispersion (bDuSa

2 1bC
2 ) multiplied by the ratiok/b. This ratio is a

‘‘sensitivity factor;’’ a factorx change in drift leads to a change
Sa by a factor ofx1/b, which in turn implies a change ofxk/b in the
probability.

Basic Approach: Practical Format for Safety
Checking

To transform this result@Eq. ~11!# into a convenient, more con
ventional checking format, one sets thePPL equal to the perfor-
mance objectivePo e.g., 1/2,500 per year~or 2% in 50 years!, and
rearranges@making use of Eq.~5!#, yielding

H expF2
1

2

k

b
bC

2 G J Ĉ> H expF12 k

b
bDuSa

2 G J D̂Po

or

fĈ>gD̂Po (13)

in which D̂Po5median drift demand under a given ground moti
of intensity Posa , which in turn is defined as theSa level with
annual probabilityPo of being exceeded, i.e.,D̂Po5a(Posa)b. We
shall discuss the capacity and demand factorsf and g below.
Several observations about Eq.~11! are in order. Note that, if
there were no dispersion in capacity and drift~given Sa!, then
D̂Po itself would be the drift demand with an annual probabil
Po of being exceeded. Because these two sources of random
~dispersion! are not zero, however, the annual probability of e
ceedingD̂Po is in fact greater thanPo , which is in turn why the
capacityĈ must exceedD̂Po to ensure a probability as low asPo .
Note, too, that it is merely a happy ‘‘coincidence’’ of the mat
ematics~but sometimes misleading to first readers! that by this
scheme one can establish this demand levelD̂Po by using records
with just one Sa intensity level, and, furthermore, that the appr
priate level is just that associated with the performance objec
Po . ~One uses records of this intensity in order to establish
median demandD̂Po, which is, recall, the median demandgiven
ground motion intensityPosa .! But this fortunate outcome of the
mathematics doesnot imply that one is just ‘‘designing for the
earthquake with probabilityPo’’ or just for the ground motion
level PPLsa . Rather, the whole range of possible levels ofSa has
been considered in the integration of Eq.~4!, including records
with intensity levels both lower and higher thanPPLsa , all of
which are weighted by their relative likelihoods of being felt
the site.

In the second line of Eq.~13!, the exponential forms have bee
replaced by a~drift! capacity reduction factorf and a demand
factor g, which are defined and calculated simply as

f5expF2
1

2

k

b
bC

2 G (14)

g5expF12 k

b
bDuSa

2 G (15)

By obtaining these explicit relationships we can ensure that
achieve the probabilistic performance objective, but we do so
et

ss

way of a conventional ‘‘load-and-resistance-factor’’~LRFD! for-
mat. This format is, however, now for explicitly nonlinear an
dynamic behavior, and it is based on displacements rather
forces. Note that each factor, capacity and demand~given Sa!,
depends directly on the corresponding dispersion measur
should be recalled, however, that there werethree random ele-
ments identified at the beginning, the ground motion intens
measureSa , drift demandD, and drift capacityC. The ground
motion randomness enters the demand factorg through the fact
that the median drift in Eq.~13! is conditional on the ground
motion intensity~i.e., spectral acceleration! level associated with
the probability of exceedancePo . The effects of randomness i
all three elements have been coupled together. Note, for exam
that even the capacity factorf contains the sensitivity factork/b,
because, as explained above, this ratio reflects the sensitivit
probability to a change in drift, either demand or capacity. As
aside, those familiar with FOSM or FORM probabilistic bases
current static LRFD formats, e.g., AISC~1994!, will appreciate
that one can also interpret the exponents in the capacity and
mand factors as the product of the corresponding dispersionb and
a factork•b/b5b/(b/k) that reflects therelative ~probabilistic!
importance of this variable. The factor roughly represents
ratio of the dispersion of the capacity to that of the intensitySa ,
as measured by 1/k, the ‘‘flatness’’ of the hazard curve. Again, th
b parameter enters to reflect the power form of the drift versusSa

relationship.

Preliminary Practical Conclusion

Eq. ~13! implies the following three steps to confirm, in practic
whether an existing building or a design of a new building me
the performance objectivePo . One ~1! finds from the hazard
curve the ground motion with the corresponding intensityPosa ,
~2! determines the~median! drift demandD̂ for this Sa , and~3!

compares the factored~median! capacityĈ against the factored
D̂. But to be complete one needs an additional considerat
uncertainty.

Uncertainty Treatment: Probability Assessment

Because scientific and professional information will always
limited, the representations above of the three elements can
be estimates. Hence the predictions based on them, such asPPL in
Eq. ~11!, are also only estimates. Because this estimation un
tainty can never be completely eliminated the best strategy i
quantify it and to allow for it in the performance objective asse
ment. The approach to be followed is~1! to introduce represen
tations of this so-called ‘‘epistemic’’ uncertainty~as distinct from
the ‘‘aleatory’’ randomness captured above! in each of the three
elements,~2! to deduce from them the implied uncertainty repr
sentation ofPPL , and then~3! to reflect this result in the perfor
mance objective checking format. The uncertainty representat
and the analysis will again use elementary probability, but ther
a type of double bookkeeping that must go on and with a resul
notational complexity.

As above the uncertainty in the ground motion hazard cu
need not be dealt with in detail here because it is common pro
bilistic seismic hazard analysis~PSHA! practice to represent the
uncertainty in the inputs and thence in the resulting hazard cu
The latter is in the form of information such as ‘‘confidenc
bands’’ on the annual probability of exceeding any intensity le
Sa5sa . These indicators include the 50% confidence level@or
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / APRIL 2002 / 529
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median estimate Hˆ (sa)# and other upper confidence band leve
~e.g., the 84%, the 95%, etc.! from which one can deduce a dis

persionbH and amean estimate H(̄sa). It is customary, for ex-

ample, to plot bothĤ andH̄ hazards curves, the latter exceedi
the former by exp@(1/2)bH

2 #. As above, it is sufficient here to
assume thatbH is constant in the region of interest, i.e., arou
Posa . It is assumed too that the lognormal distribution is an
equate representation of this uncertainty.

To represent the uncertainty in the drift demand representa
it is assumed thata in Eq. ~6! is a ~lognormally distributed! un-
certain quantity with median estimateâ and dispersionba . The

implication is that~always givenSa5sa! the median driftD̂ is
uncertain with median~‘‘best’’ ! estimateâ(sa)b and~uncertainty!
dispersionb D̂5ba . For future notational simplicity we sha

typically useD̂ both for the~uncertain! median and for this me-
dian estimate of the median. This uncertainty dispersion refl

the degree of information available to estimateD̂, e.g., the accu-
racy of the estimation method, and, in the case of time hist

analysis, the number of records run to estimateD̂. For further
notational simplicity and clarity we shall use, as many SA
FEMA references do,bDU for this uncertaintyin ~median! drift
demand, andbDR for, in contrast, the~record-to-record! random-
nessin drift. The latter dispersion was denotedbDuSa

in the sec-
tion above. In order to avoid notational complexity we ha
dropped in subsequent sections the reference to the fact thatbDR

andbDU are associated with a given level of spectral accelera
Sa .

Finally, to represent the uncertainty in drift capacity it is a

sumed that the median drift capacity, denotedĈ in the section
above, is~lognormally! uncertain with ‘‘best estimate’’~median

estimate! C9 ~or simply again justĈ! and dispersionbCU ; the
latter uncertainty dispersion is in contrast to randomness in d
capacity measured bybCR ~which we now use in place of the
notationbC used in the section above!.

Next it must be recognized that performance level probabi
PPL is now itself an uncertain quantity because it is a funct

@Eq. ~11!# of the uncertain quantitiesH(sa), D̂, and Ĉ just de-
scribed. It is a straightforward application of probability theo
~Jalayer and Cornell 2002! to deduce that, because of this unce
tainty, the probabilityPPL is lognormally distributed with param
eters to be given. For cost-benefit-risk assessments it is usef
know themeanvalue ~or mean estimate! of PPL

P̄PL5Ĥ~sa
Ĉ!expF12 bH

2 G3expF12 k2

b2 ~bDR
2 1bDU

2 1bCR
2 1bCU

2 !G
5H̄~sa

Ĉ!expF12 k2

b2 ~bDR
2 1bDU

2 1bCR
2 1bCU

2 !G (16)

One can see that the second version of Eq.~16! looks much like
Eq. ~11! except it is now specified that it is themeanestimate of

the hazard curve into which one must substitutesa
Ĉ , and now four

dispersion contributions appear, two representing randomness
two representing uncertainty. The effect of the uncertainty in
hazard curve has been ‘‘captured’’ by using this mean~rather than
the median! estimate. It is a form analogous to this latter equat
~without theb! that serves as the basis for the DOE-1020 seis
guidelines~DOE 1994; Kennedy and Short 1994!; those authors
have chosen to set the performance objective in terms of the m
estimate of the probability of the limit state.
530 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / APRIL 2002
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Uncertainty Treatment: Practical Formats

In the development of the followingstructural checking proce-
dure, a decision was made by the SAC/FEMA project to focus
the uncertainty in the two structural elements of the proble
namely, the drift capacity and the drift demand~given the ground
motion level!. Subsequent analyses will bear onPPL and its un-
certainty, strictly speakinggiven the mean hazard curve. In other
words, the uncertainty in the hazard will be presumed to h
been dealt with as per the second version of Eq.~16! above, i.e.,
by using themeanestimate of the hazard curve, which reflec
directly the uncertaintybH . Consequently, confidence statemen
made below should strictly speaking be preceded by the ph
‘‘given the mean hazard curve,’’ but further reference to this co
dition will be suppressed for simplicity.

Under this condition, the median~50% confidence! estimate of
PPL is

P̂PL5H̄~sa
Ĉ!expF12 k2

b2 ~bDR
2 1bCR

2 !G (17)

which is just Eq.~11! using themean estimate of the hazard
curve. And the epistemic uncertainty inPPL is measured by the
dispersion

bPPL
5A~k2/b2!~bDU

2 1bCU
2 ! (18)

The implication of these two equations is that one can define
particular confidence level estimate ofPPL , call it PPL

x , by

PPL
x 5 P̂PL exp@KxbPPL

# (19)

in which Kx5standardized Gaussian variate associated with pr
ability x of not being exceeded. For example,Kx51 is associated
with an 84% confidence level.

Finally, the following safety or performance checking schem
can be developed from the information above. The simplest fo
results from using the mean estimate of the probabilityPPL as the
objective. To do this, substitute the performance objectivePo in
the second form of Eq.~16!, and rearrange as done in the secti
above~when uncertainty was not recognized!, obtaining now

H expF2
1

2

k

b
~bCR

2 1bCU
2 !G J Ĉ> H expF12 k

b
~bDR

2 1bDU
2 !G J D̂Po

or

fĈ>gD̂Po (20)

in which the capacity and demand factors are defined by the
vious two exponential terms. It is sometimes useful to replace
sum of the two squared dispersions by the ‘‘total’’ squared disp
sion, e.g.,bCT

2 5bCR
2 1bCU

2 , and similarly for the demand term
yielding

f5expF2
1

2

k

b
bCT

2 G (21)

and

g5expF12 k

b
bDT

2 G (22)

A structure or design satisfying the condition above@Eq. ~20!# can
be said to have ameanestimate ofPPL less than or equal to the
performance objectivePo . Further, because the mean estimate
always larger than the median estimate, it is known that satisfy
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the condition in Eq.~20! also implies that the confidence is som
what greater than 50% that the true~but uncertain! PPL is less
than the objective.

To determine the level of confidence associated withany par-
ticular factored-capacity and factored-demand ratiofĈ/gD̂Po, it
can easily be shown by simple rearrangements of the res
above that the relationship between this ratio, denotedlcon

lcon5gD̂Po/fĈ (23)

and the confidence-measuring parameterKx is

lcon5expF2KxbUT1
1

2

k

b
bUT

2 G (24)

in which bUT
2 5bCU

2 1bDU
2 is the ‘‘total’’ uncertainty. Solving

Kx5F ln~lcon!1
1

2

k

b
bUT

2 G Y bUT (25)

Thus, determining the factored-capacity to factored-demand r
lcon @Eq. ~23!# and substituting it in the previous equation@Eq.
~25!# will produceKx , from which the confidence level follow
from any standard Gaussian table. This approach is used in
SAC/FEMA guidelines as anevaluationmethodology~Yun et al.
~2002!.

Conversely, if, as SAC/FEMA has chosen for design requ
ments, one wants toset the criterion that there must be a con
dence of at least 90% that the actual~but uncertain! probability of
the limit state is less than the objectivePo , then the checking
procedure or format becomes the following: ensure that the r
of factored capacity to factored demand,lcon5gD̂Po/fĈ, is
greater than a certain critical valuelcon found by substituting the
appropriate value ofKx into Eq.~23!. For example, for 90% con
fidenceKx needs to be 1.28, andlcon may need to be 1.3–1.7
say, depending primarily@Eq. ~23!# on the level ofbUT , which
measures the ‘‘total uncertainty’’ in capacity and demand~given,
strictly speaking, recall, the mean hazard curve!.

This completes only the formal, probabilistic basis of t
SAC/FEMA guidelines. As described by Yun et al.~2002!, the
generic development here has been expanded for clarity in a
cation into a larger set of dispersions, such asbdampingassociated
with uncertainty in estimating the damping value of the structu
b live load associated with uncertainty in the live load, a
bmaterial propertyassociated with uncertainty in material propertie
This leads to the calculation of demand and capacity factorsg and
f each covering various elements of the entire problem. T
relationship to the general dispersions and factors presented
should be readily apparent. The practical implementation of
formal basis has required a major effort.

Summary

A probabilistic framework was developed for seismic design a
assessment of structures and applied to steel moment-res
frame buildings. This framework was based on realizing a per
mance objective, expressed as the probability of exceedin
specified performance level for the structure in question. Per
mance levels described the desired level of structural behavio
terms of generic structural variables, demand and capacity.
mand and capacity were represented by an explicitly nonlin
dynamic, and displacement-based structural response, the m
mum interstory drift ratio. The framework development involv
introduction of a ground motion intensity measure into the pr
lem. This ground motion intensity measure was characterized
s

e

-

re

g

-
,
i-

the level of the spectral accelerationSa at the approximate first
natural period of the structure, and 5% or higher damping. Se
rate probabilistic models~distributions! were used to describe th
randomness and uncertainty in the structural demand given
ground motion level, and the structural capacity. Demand
capacity may be defined at the local level or at the system leve
common probabilistic tool~the total probability theorem! was
used to convolve the probability distributions for demand, cap
ity, and ground motion intensity hazard. This provided an anal
cal expression for the probability of exceeding the performa
level as the primary product of framework development. Cons
eration of uncertainty in the probabilistic modeling of dema
and capacity allowed for the definition of confidence stateme
for the likelihood performance objective being achieved. T
framework was rearranged into a LRFD-like format with ‘‘load
and ‘‘resistance’’ being replaced by ‘‘demand’’ and ‘‘capacity
One such format, which is adopted by the SAC/FEMA guidelin
includes an explicit quantification of the confidence level at wh
the objective has been achieved.
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Appendix

This Appendix discusses in more detail certain items in the b
of the text. The properties of first-mode spectral acceleration a
effective scalar measure of ground motion intensity for purpo
of prediction of nonlinear drift demand of steel moment-resist
frames has been studied by Shome et al.~1998!. It gives rise to
comparatively small dispersion values and relatively small~con-
ditional! sensitivity to magnitude provided the structure is firs
mode dominated and of moderate period@see Shome and Corne
~1999! for a discussion of first-mode dominated and/or modera
period structures#. For other structures, specifically for tall, long
period structures one must choose the drift estimation met
and/or the recordings used in nonlinear time history analyses
some care to ensure unbiased and low-variance estimates~Shome
and Cornell 1999!.

The possibility of correlation between the random~record-to-
record variability! aspects of drift demand and capacity has
ceived comparatively little attention to date. As yet undocumen
studies by Cornell and Jalayer indicate that the correlation
tween random drift demand and random capacity is not large.
is identified subsequently to be significant, it can be included
the formulation without undue difficulty~Jalayer and Cornell
2002! as will be seen below. In deliberations for the SAC/FEM
project it was concluded that, in contrast, such correlation w
strong with respect to the~epistemic! uncertainty in the estimate
of the median global~collapse! drift capacity and of the median
drift demand at larger ground motion levels where significa
nonlinear behavior would be involved. In particular, uncertaint
~in log medians! due to nonlinear modeling issues such asP-D
effects were deemed likely to be effectivelynegativelycorrelated.
If, for example, the stiffness with respect to large drifts we
underestimated, then the drift demands would be overestim
and the drift capacity would be underestimated to compara
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / APRIL 2002 / 531
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degrees. The implication is that, conditional on the spectral ac
eration level, the uncertainty in the critical ratio of~median! de-
mand to~median! capacity due to this so-called nonlinear-tim
history ~NTH! uncertainty issue would have total~squared!
dispersion bUT

2 5bUD
2 1bUC

2 22rbUDbUC'bUD
2 13bUC

2 , in
which it has been assumed thatbUC'bUD and that the correla-
tion coefficientr is 21. In the implementation of SAC/FEMA
therefore, the NTH uncertainty in capacity was simply treated
if it were three times its assigned~marginal! value ~Yun et al.
2002!.

As discussed in the text, in the implementation of SAC/FEM
it was assumed that the powerb in Eq. ~6! was approximately
unity. Experience with steel frame drift estimates in the SA
project and elsewhere has shown that the nonlinear drifts are
cally approximately equal to~or less than! the drifts of a linear
model under the same records for ground motions up to and e
beyond the 2% in 50 years level of prime interest in the proje
At larger motions the effects ofP-D and/or connection-
degradation cause the~median of! incremental dynamic analyse
to ‘‘soften,’’ implying that a local fit to Eq.~6! would produceb
.1. The use ofb.1 would make the values of the demand a
capacity factors closer to unity. For all these reasons the sim
fying assumption ofb51 was deemed appropriate.

It is also possible to construct a format in which the glob
stability limit or capacity, as determined from incremental d
namic analyses~Yun et al. 2002!, is represented directly in term
of the ~random! spectral accelerationSa required to induce the
structural instability. This random capacity is then ‘‘compared’’
theSa demand as represented by the hazard curveH(sa), bypass-
ing the need for an explicit incorporation of the drift per se. T
resulting format~Jalayer and Cornell 2002! involves comparing a
~factored! Sa capacity versus the valuePosa associated with the
performance objective probability level. This format may ha
advantages for the engineer who is conducting an evaluation
includes finding the global stability by independent analy
rather than from the default tables of the SAC/FEMA guidelin
The results are typically comparable~Jalayer and Cornell 2002!.

Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
a, b 5 regression coefficients for linear regression of drift

demandD on intensitySa in logarithmic space;
C 5 capacity variable for structural demandD;
Ĉ 5 median drift capacity;
D 5 generic displacement-based structural demand

variable;
D̂ 5 median drift demand;

D̂Po 5 median drift demand under ground motion of in-
tensity Posa ;

H(sa) 5 hazard function of spectral acceleration, annual
probability that intensitySa at site will equal or
exceedsa ;

Ĥ(sa) 5 median estimate of spectral acceleration hazard;
H̄(sa) 5 mean estimate of spectral acceleration hazard;
HD(d) 5 hazard function of drift, mean annual probability

that drift demandD exceeds any specific valued;
Kx 5 standardized Gaussian variate associated with

probability x of not being exceeded;
ko ,k 5 coefficients for linear regression of hazardH(sa)

on intensitySa in proximity of limit state prob-
ability PPL ~region of interest! in logarithmic
space;
532 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / APRIL 2002
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PPL 5 annual probability of performance level not being
met;

P̂PL 5 median estimate ofPPL ;

P̄PL 5 mean estimate ofPPL ;
PPL

x 5 x confidence level estimate ofPPL ;
Po 5 specific value for annual probability of perfor-

mance level not being met;
Sa 5 elastic spectral acceleration~measure of ground

motion intensity!;
SD 5 elastic spectral displacement~measure of ground

motion intensity!;
sa

d 5 spectral acceleration ‘‘corresponding to’’ drift de-
mand leveld;

PPLsa 5 spectral acceleration at a hazard level equal to the
limit state probabilityPPL ;

bC 5 dispersion measure for drift capacityC ~standard
deviation of natural logarithm!;

bCR 5 dispersion measure for randomness in drift capac-
ity;

bCU 5 dispersion measure for uncertainty in drift capac-
ity;

bDuSa 5 dispersion measure for drift demandD at givenSa

level;
bDR 5 dispersion measure for randomness in drift de-

mand~given Sa!;
bDU 5 dispersion measure for uncertainty in drift demand

~given Sa!;
bH 5 dispersion measure for hazard;

bPPL 5 dispersion measure for uncertainty inPPL ;
bUT 5 total uncertainty dispersion measure, measure of

total uncertainty in demand~given Sa! and capac-
ity;

g 5 drift demand factor;
lcon 5 factored-demand to factored-capacity ratio~mea-

sure of level of confidence associated with likeli-
hood of performance objective being achieved!;
and

f 5 ~drift! capacity reduction factor.
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